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FRUIT TREE PRICE LIST
of the
NORTHWOOD NURSERIES

COON VALLEY, WIS.

Prices in this List cancel all previous quotations.
EARLY APPLES

TETOFSKY
YELLOW TRANSPARENT
LIVELAND RASPBERRY, Striped red, very good quality.
DUCHESS

FALL AND WINTER APPLES

ST. LAWRENCE. Red Fall apples of excellent quality.
WEALTHY
PETER. Good, red. Season, mid-winter.
SALOME. Red. Quality good. Long keeper.
McINTOSH. Dark red. High quality.
SNOW APPLE. The old, well known variety.
DELICIOUS. Early Winter Apple.
N. W. GREENING. Good keeper.
GOLDEN RUSSET. An old favorite.
CANADA BALDWIN. Red. Sweet and good. Mid-winter.

CRABS

WHITNEY
HYSLOP

Prices—Any of the above Apple and Crab trees, 5 feet and up, 60 cents each.

NAMELESS. The Winter Apple of the Future. A high class, red, winter apple of our own introduction. The original tree from which our trees are propagated is over half a century old and is still healthy, vigorous and productive. In our large experience with fruit trees we know of no hardier or healthier variety. The fruit is medium to large, beautiful in appearance, deep yellow, almost overlaid with rich red. In quality unsurpassed. Flesh juicy, rich, excellent in flavor. This apple can be eaten when picked from the tree and keeps far into the winter. No home or commercial orchard is complete without the Nameless.

Price—NAMELESS trees 5 feet and up, $1.00 each.

HARALSON. A new, hardy, red Winter Apple; introduced by the Minnesota Plant Breeding Farm. Fruit medium to large, attractive red and good eating quality. Season January to April. Tree vigorous, productive and very hardy.

Price—HARALSON trees 5 feet and up $1.00 each.

CORTLAND. Introduced by the New York Experiment Station. A red Winter Apple of highest quality that seems to be well adapted to northern culture. Trees planted by us five years ago show no signs of Winter injury. Fruit good to best, crisp, juicy, white flesh of aromatic flavor.

Price—CORTLAND trees 5 feet and up $1.00 each.
HARDY CHERRY TREES

EARLY RICHMOND. Almost black when fully ripe.
LARGE MONTMORENCY. Large, dark red.

Price—Either variety, 5-foot trees $1.00 each; 4-foot trees 75 cents each.

PLUMS

TERRY. Fruit large, red, quality good. The largest of the older varieties of plums.
SURPRISE. Fruit large, bright red. Quality excellent. A fine eating and canning plum and good market variety.
FOREST GARDEN. Fruit moderately large, yellow with red cheek. Quality good. Very productive.

HANSON HYBRID PLUMS

SAPA. Fruit dark purple, sweet and good. Hangs well to the tree. Early and productive bearer.
KAHINTA. Fruit very large, resembling Wanetta in size and quality. Dark red, sweet and firm.

Price—Either of the above Plum trees 5 feet and up 75 cents each.

THE NEW MINNESOTA HYBRID PLUMS

Hardy, productive, profitable and desirable. Plant them for home or market. They are large of good quality and adapted to northern culture.

RADISSON. The earliest Plum that can be grown in the North. Fruit large, rich red, and of finest quality.
UNDERWOOD. Not as early as Radisson but considered an early plum. Large red and attractive. Quality very good. Hangs well to the tree.
GOLDEN ROD. The best of the new yellow plums. Fruit very large, yellow. Said to be a fine canning variety.
ELLIOT. The latest of the new Plums. Large, bright red, quality very good. Heavy bearer.
MENDOTA. A mid-season variety. Fruit very large, red, good quality.
TONKA. An early and heavy bearer. Large, bright red, sweet and good.
MONITOR. Fruit large to very large. Bronze red, excellent quality.

Price—Any of the Minnesota Hybrid Plum trees listed above, 5 feet and up $1.00 each.
MENDEL PEAR. The coming Pear for the North. Originated at New Ulm, Minn. Quality very good, fruit clear golden yellow, sweet. About the size of Bartlet, with good keeping qualities. Highly recommended for Northern planting.

Price—5-foot Mendel Pear trees, $1.00 each; 4-foot trees 75 cents each.

The prices quoted in this list are for trees at the Nursery or packed and delivered at nearest R. R. station. Transportation not prepaid.

MASTODON EVERBEARING STRAWBERRY. A variety of recent introduction and worthy of trial. A vigorous grower. Fruit extremely large, sweet, bright red and attractive.

Price—50 cents per dozen; larger quantities at 4 cents per plant, postpaid.

THE NEW HARDY GRAPES

ALPHA. A very hardy, black grape. Desirable for trellises and arbors. Fruit medium size and fair quality.

BETA. Very hardy. Fruit black, about half the size of Concord.

HUNGARIAN. The largest of the new hardy Grapes. Fruit black and of good quality.

Price—Any of the above hardy Grapes; strong 2-year plants, 35 cents each, postpaid.

See Page 19 of our General Catalogue for other varieties of Strawberries and Grapes.

ROSES—You need them. We grow them. See our Catalogue for varieties.
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